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Abstract. The relocation of a number of large shocks and 
the estimation of their fault-plane dip, along with seismotec
tonic evidence, allow some conclusions about the mecha
nisms of Friuli (NE Italy) earthquakes. The largest shocks 
of the 1976 sequence are located in an area with an ESE
WNW trend, extending on both sides of the Tagliamento 
River. The May earthquakes occurred over the whole area, 
while the September aftershocks were concentrated in the 
centre of this area. The 1977-1979 events are spread over 
a wider zone. These shocks can be ascribed mainly to Din
aric structures. The hypocentre distribution of the largest 
1976 events shows that the stress involved deeper crustal 
sectors in the south of this area (about 8 km) than in the 
northern part (where it does not exceed 6 km). The motion 
occurred either in the south along gently dipping planes, 
which probably correspond to the detachment surface be
tween the post-Hercynian cover and the Paleozoic base
ment, or in the north along more steeply dipping planes 
(thrusts) within the Mesozoic cover, along with triggering 
and rearrangement in the shallower Alpine and/or Dinaric 
structures. 
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Introduction 

The main aim of this paper is to redetermine the hypocen
tral distribution and to summarize some aspects of focal 
mechanisms of the largest Friuli shocks in the years 
1976-1979. The correct determination of the rupture zone 
and of the focal mechanisms is fundamental to the under
standing of the relationship between seismicity and tecton
ics. 

The data for this work came mainly from the digitally 
recording broadband Griifenberg (GRF) array, described 
by Harjes and Seidl (1978). This array is located at a dis
tance of about 450 km from the epicentral area of the events 
considered. At this distance it is usually difficult to identify 
later phases at single narrow-band stations. Correlation 
over an array and the possibility of applying different filters 
to broadband data allow later phases to be identified at 
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regional distances and interpreted using complete theoreti
cal seismograms. 

Zonno and Kind (1984) determined the relative source 
depth of these earthquakes using P" and sP" phases. The 
amplitude ratio of these two phases strongly depends on 
source orientation. 

In order to estimate the most probable source orienta
tion for the Friuli earthquakes, we attempt to model the 
P" and sPn phases with theoretical seismograms. Fault
plane solutions have already been estimated for these earth
quakes. However, whereas the solutions for the larger 
events are reliable, some ambiguities exist for the smaller 
events. It is therefore difficult to correlate their source ori
entation with tectonic structures. 

It is not possible to resolve fault-plane solutions with 
one station; but we can estimate, as we will see, the fault
plane dip. 

Epicentral distribution 

First, the available information on epicentral location was 
analysed. In fact there is some doubt concerning the loca
tion of the 1976 main shock. The shocks were relocated 
in this study using the Hypo71 program (Lee and Lahr, 
1975). The computation has been performed using the An
genheister et al. (1972) crustal model and stations within 
a range of 500 km from the epicentral area. The focal 
depths were fixed on the basis of the results of Zonno and 
Kind (1984). 

The events (Table 1) are located in an area with ESE
WNW trend (Fig. 1), extending on both sides of the Taglia
mento River. The main shock (6 May 1976, hr:20.00) and 
its foreshock hr:19.59) are located on the eastern edge of 
the aftershock distribution near the Cagnetti and Console 
(1977) and CSEM location and not in the centre (Istituto 
Nationale di Geofisica, Roma). 

The May events are distributed over the whole region, 
while the September aftershocks occurred in the middle of 
this area. The 1977-1979 earthquakes are spread over a 
wider zone (Slejko and Renner, 1984). 

Moreover, it seems that there is no correlation between 
depth and areal distribution of the epicentres. The epicen
tral distribution obtained agrees with recent redetermina
tions performed using other methods (Cipar, 1980; Lyon
Caen, 1980; Slejko and Renner, 1984). 
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Table 1. Earthquake parameters 

No. Date hr min Lat. N Lon.E 

t3 27.03.28 08.32 46 26 13 03 
2· 08.06.34 03.18 46 18 12 28 
3• 18.10.36 03.10 46 06 12 26 
4 • 05.11.56 19.45 46 33 12 57 
5• 26.04.59 14.45 46 28 13 00 
6c 24.03. 75 02.33 46 17 13 08 

150 06.05. 76 19.59 46 17.04 13 20.86 
15 06.05. 76 20.00 46 16.51 13 14.80 
16 07.05. 76 00.23 46 15.23 13 20.53 

160 09.05. 76 00.53 46 12.89 13 19.60 
17 11.05. 76 22.44 46 15.62 13 02.46 
18 11..09.76 16.31 46 16.50 13 13.47 
20 15.09. 76 03.15 46 17.05 13 10.43 
21 15.09. 76 04.38 46 18.61 13 10.13 
22 15.09.76 09.21 46 18.02 13 08.74 
14 16.09. 77 23.48 46 16.10 13 00.98 
26• 12.12.78 15.14 46 19 12 42 
11 18.04. 79 15.19 46 21.27 13 17.77 

• Kunze (1982); S-R: Slejko and Renner (1984) 
b EMSC 
c Mayer-Rosa et al. (1976) 
GRF=Zonno and Kind (1984) 

Tectonic setting and fault-plane solution (FPS) 

The shocks we are dealing with are located in Friuli, in 
the eastern part of the Southern Alps, where the overlap 
with Dinaric structures takes place. 

The Southern Alps are interpreted, in global tectonics, 
as the result of the continuation of relative motion between 
the European plate and the Adriatic microplate, and the 
Alps originate from their collision in the late Cretaceous
Tertiary. 

These movements, as demonstrated by neotectonic 
structures and by seismic activity, are still active. But, the 
subduction process must already be completed and the su
ture between the European continent and the Adriatic plate 
has already occurred, as shown by deep crustal seismic 
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Fig. 1. Main neotectonic 
structural features, upper 
Pleistocene-Holocene (after 
Zanferrari et al., 1982; modified), 
and epicentral distribution. AB 
and CD cross-sections of Figs. 10 
and 12. 1 : epicentres; 2: dip-slip 
fault (dashes towards lowered 
area, arrows according to the dip 
direction); 3 : strike-slip fault; 4: 
fault with undetermined 
character; 5 : uplifting axis; 6: 
flexure; 7: anticline axis; 8 : 
syncline axis; 9: asymmetrical 
uplift (arrow towards less uplifted 
area) 

sounding profiles (Italian Explosion Seismology Group and 
Institute of Geophysics, ETH Zi.irich, 1981) and by the hy
pocentre distribution of earthquakes which occur only in 
the upper 15 km of depth (Siro and Sle jko, 1982). 

The northward movement of the Adriatic plate in the 
Neogene and Quaternary involved increasing areas of the 
Southern Alps. This should have caused intense shortening, 
mainly in post-Hercynian cover, with a build-up of over
thrusts verging towards the south and its probable detach
ment from the Paleozoic basement in the more southern 
sector. In the pre-alpine area especially, the Dinaric over
thrusts have been partly split up and incorporated in the 
south-Alpine overthrusts and partly re-utilized in the south
Alpine tectogenesis, causing very complicated structural re
lationships (Zanferrari, personal communication). 
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Table 2. Fault-plane solutions 

No. Date hrmin Plane A Plane B Ref. 

Dip Strike Dip Strike 

27.03.28 08.32 90 112 90 202 K 

2 08.06.34 03.18 82NNE 295 70WNW 203 K 

3 18.10.36 03.10 88NNE 293 60WNW 200 K 

4 05.11.56 19.45 90 94 90 184 K 

5 26.04.59 14.45 76NNE 305 70WNW 210 K 

6 24.03. 75 02.33 60NE 316 69WNW 212 M-R 

60 24.03. 75 02.33 54SSE 81 36NNW 261 M-R 

150 06.05. 76 19.59 72S 86 22NW 230 S-R 
19E 353 84NNW 244 CON 

15 06.05.76 20.00 70SSE 78 22NW 230 S-R 
75SSE 76 15N 266 c 
78S 80 16NW 222 L-C 

16 07.05. 76 00.23 70S 86 34NW 208 S-R 
15ESE 22 78NW 237 CON 

08.05. 76 03.10 60SSE 82 30NNW 256 S-R 

160 09.05. 76 00.53 56SSW 100 34N 266 S-R 
28E 15 64NW 221 CON 

10.05. 76 04.35 64SSE 72 26NNW 244 S-R 

17 11.05.76 22.44 62SSE 96 30NNW 252 S-R 
88S 94 4WNW 198 DCP 

08.06. 76 12.14 62SSW 104 44NW 226 S-R 
26.06. 76 11.13 70S 90 34WNW 212 S-R 
14.07.76 05.39 62SSW 102 44NW 224 S-R 

18 11.09.76 16.31 62SSE 82 36NW 220 S-R 
33S 89 62NW 233 CON 

11.09.76 16.35 76SSE 76 14NW 234 S-R 
12.09. 76 19.53 66S 90 24NNW 254 S-R 
13.09. 76 18.54 64SSW 96 42NW 218 S-R 

20 15.09. 76 03.15 46SE 30 46NW 232 S-R 
58ENE 350 56NW 235 L-C 
50ENE 349 60NW 230 c 

21 15.09. 76 04.38 80SE 52 14W 186 S-R 

22 15.09. 76 09.21 50S 84 40N 264 S-R 
68SE 56 30NNE 278 c 
68SE 56 24NNW 260 L-C 

15.09. 76 09.45 66SSW 100 50NW 212 S-R 
15.09. 76 19.31 62SSW 98 36NW 234 S-R 
03.04. 77 03.18 60SW 140 31NE 302 S-R 

14 16.09. 77 23.48 72S 92 22NW 234 S-R 
68ENE 349 68NNW 249 K 

20.02. 78 12.13 90 276 14E 6 S-R 
03.04. 78 10.49 57SW 144 42NNE 280 S-R 

26 12.12. 78 15.14 64SSE 82 26NNW 252 S-R 
74SSE 82 40WNW 192 K 

06.03. 79 13.46 40SW 136 52NE 292 S-R 

11 18.04. 79 15.19 58SE 68 62NE 316 S-R 
90 171 90 261 K 

19.06. 79 10.03 70S 82 40WNW 196 S-R 
14.08. 79 18.58 48N 268 SOE 6 S-R 

K: Kunze (1982); M-R: Mayer-Rosa et al. (1976); S-R: Slejko and Renner (1984); C: Cipar (1980); 
L-C: Lyon-Caen (1980); DCP: D'Ingeo et al. (1980); CON: Console (1976). 
The dip is the angle which the fault plane forms with the horizontal. The strike is the azimuth, north 
through east, of the fault plane 
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The most important regional structural features are 
(Fig. 1): the E-W-striking south-Alpine overthrusts (mainly 
in the northwest) and the SE-NW-striking Dinaric over
thrusts (mainly in the southeast and buried in the Friuli 
plane). These structures are intersected by subvertical faults, 
striking about N-S and often showing strike-slip motion. 
Both structures (overthrusts and strike-slip faults) are com
patible with the actual stress field, with NNW-SSE maxi
mum compressive stress (Zanferrari et al., 1982). The earth
quakes before the 1976 events have FPS showing mainly 
strike-slip motion (8 June 1934, 18 October 1936 Cansiglio; 
27 March 1928, 5 November 1956, 26 April 1959 Tol
mezzo), on planes with prevailing directions between E-W 
and WNW-ESE or between N-S and NNE-SSW (Table 
2). 

The FPS of the 24 March 1975 earthquake is ambigu
ous, because of its small magnitude; it may be either a 
strike-slip mechanism, with a NNE-SSW- or NNW-SSE
striking plane, or a thrust mechanism, with nearly E-W
striking plane (Mayer-Rosa et al., 1976). 

For the 6 May 1976 (hr: 19 .59) foreshock and the 16 
September 1977 event, several solutions exist (Table 2). 
Some authors give a strike-slip mechanism, others a thrust 
mechanism. 

The main shock (6 May 1976, hr: 20.00) and the 15 
September 1976 (hr:09.21) aftershock have a similar mech
anism of thrust type; the gently northward-dipping nodal 
plane, striking nearly E-W, is chosen as the fault plane 
(Muller, 1977a; Cipar, 1980; Slejko and Renner, 1984). 

The mechanism of the 15 September 1976 (hr:03.15) 
aftershock again shows dip-slip motion but with a consider
able strike-slip component. The nodal p lanes strike NE-SW 
and N-S, in contrast to the other mechanisms in which 
the nodal planes strike nearly E-W (Ci par, 1980; Lyon
Caen, 1980). Furthermore, this aftershock is located at a 
shallower depth than the previous events (Lyon-Caen, 
1980; Zonno and Kind, 1984). 

Most of the May-September 1976 aftershocks have FPS 
of thrust type with nodal planes striking E-W, whereas the 
following events show different mechanisms. There are ei
ther transcurrent or thrust mechanisms as well as normal 
mechanisms (Slejko and Renner, 1984). For the thrust 
earthquakes, the available data define the steeply dipping 
nodal plane quite well , while the other plane is almost com
pletely unconstrained. 

For most earthquakes, either with thrust or strike-slip 
mechanism, the maximum compressive stress is oriented 
between NW-SE and N-S, in agreement with the regional 
neotectonic stress field (Zanferrari et a l. , 1982). 

Three zones with different types of mechanism can be 
distinguished: 
1) to the north of the Periadriatic overthrust and to the 
west of the Tagliamento River, the earthquakes show 
mainly transcurrent motion. The maximum compressive 
stress axis, P, is oriented NNW-SSE- These mechanisms 
are related mostly to events before and after the 1976 se
quence (Fig. 2a and d). 
2) In the contact zone between Julian and Carnie pre-Alps 
(Gemona, Buia, Osoppo area), the mechanisms are of thrust 
type but with a strike-slip component. The P trend is NW
SE (Fig. 2c) and the nodal p lanes strike nearly N-S. 
3) To the south of the Periadriatic overthrust and to the 
east of the Tagliamento River, the FPS are of thrust type 
with a gently dipping nodal plane striking nearly E-W. P 
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Fig. 2a-d. Composite plot of principal stress axes P (..o.) and T 
(a) for the available fault-plane solutions: a events before 1976; 
b May-August 1976 events; c September-October 1976 events; d 
events after 1976 

is oriented nearly N-S (Fig. 2 b and c). These earthquakes 
seem to be located at a deeper seismic level (7- 10 km) than 
the transcurrent ones (4-6 km), located in the first zone. 

Analysis and results 

The theoretical seismograms have been computed using a 
modification by Kind (1978, 1979) of the original reflecti
vity method of Fuchs (1968). The method allows computa
tion of complete theoretical seismograms for a point source 
buried in a horizontally layered medium. 

The source is a dislocation point source, whose orienta
tion is defined by three angles: the strike fJ, the dip .5, and 
the slip A., according to the FPS. </J is the azimuth between 
the strike of the fault and the station. The moment function 
used was taken from Brustle and Muller (1983). The spheri
cally layered earth is mapped into a plane-layered medium 
using an earth-flattening approximation (Muller, 1977 b ), 
although this effect is small for the distances considered. 

To fit the data, a modification of the Angenheister et 
al. (1972) crustal model has been used (Fig. 3). A linear 
velocity variation between 7 and 7.8 km/s is considered 
from 42 to 50 km. Q values of 1,000 for P waves and 300 
for S waves were assumed for the whole model. The shear 
velocities are obtained by dividing the P velocities by the 
square root of 3. 

The Pn and sP" phases are not very dependent on the 
model assumed. These phases travel at the Moho and are 
not influenced much by the complex structure of the Alpine 
crust. The path at the Moho is the same for Pn and sPn. 
Both phases are therefore influenced by a complex Moho 
in the same way. The two phases have different paths only 
in a relatively small region near the source (Zonno and 
Kind, 1984). The crustal model of Angenheister et al. (1972) 
has been selected because it acceptably reproduces the 
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Fig. 3. Crustal model used (after Angenheister et al. 1972, modi
fied). The source depth used for the test computations is indicated 
by the asterisk 
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Fig. 4. Displacement-proportional records of GRF array station 
A 1, vertical component. The parameters of the events are given 
in Table 1. P. and Pg are marked 1 and 2, respectively. 3 is the 
depth phase sP • . The records are sorted so that the time differences 
sP.-P . increase from the bottom to the top of the figure. These 
differences depend on the source depth (after Zonno and Kind, 
1984) 

phases considered. The displacement-proportional Kirnos 
filter has been used to compute theoretical seismograms. 

Figure 4 shows displacement-proportional records of 
the GRF station A1 of the largest Friuli events (Table 1). 
Phases marked 1 and 2 are P" and Pg, respectively. Accord
ing to earlier work by Zonno and Kind (1984), the phase 
marked 3 is the depth phase sP". The records are sorted 
so that the time differences between sP" and P" increase 
from the bottom to the top of the figure. These differences 
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Fig. 5. Events from Fig. 4 with similar waveforms a nd source orien
tation (see Table 2). The records are sorted so that the amplitude 
ratio of P./sP. increases from the bottom to the top of the figure. 
This variation depends on the source orientation 

depend on the source depth. Some of these earthquakes 
have similar signal form and frequency. The events 160, 
16, 17, 14, 18, 22 and 15 have similar FPS of thrust type 
with a steeply dipping E-W plane and a nearly horizontal 
plane not always well constrained. These records are sorted 
in Fig. 5 so that the amplitude ratio Pnf sP" increases from 
the bottom to the top. The amplitudes of P. and sP. are 
measured from the zero line to the maximum. The ampli
tude ratio of these two phases depends on the source orien
tation. 

Several tests have been performed to investigate the in
fluence of the source orientation on the signal form, starting 
from an average source orientation, 0=96°, O= 16° N (o= 
- 16 °) and J. = 80°, assumung a rise time of 1.2 s and a 
source depth of 8 km. This average source orientation is 
similar to Cipar's (1980) orientation (0 = 86°, o = 15° N, }, = 
80°). The strike of our average orientation corresponds to 
an azimuth ( lfJ) of - 116° to Graf en berg. The amplitudes 
are normalized. No moment determination was attempted. 
Using only single-station data, it is difficult to estimate 
the seismic moment and energy of an earthquake because 
of the corrections necessary for source mechanism and 
propagation path. In particular the effects of pP and sP 
interference and the effects of the structures at the source 
and receiver sites are very critical points (Seidl and Berck
hemer, 1982). 

The fit between observed and computed seismograms 
is good during the first 10 s. This can be seen in Fig. 6, 
where the theoretical seismogram at about 412 km and the 
record of earthquake 14 are compared. We have varied 
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Fig. 6. Top: Theoretical seismograms, computed according to an 
average source orientation, as a function of epicentral distance; 
A.= 80°, o = 16° N, B = 96° (the angle </> between the strike and G RF 
is - 116°), depth 8 km. Bottom: Comparison between the theoreti
cal seismogram at about 412 km distance (heavy line) and the ob
served seismogram of earthquake 14 

the source orientation in order to estimate how much this 
influences the signal forms. Two angles were kept fixed 
in each experiment and the third was varied. This procedure 
does not cover the complete space of the three angles, but 
it seems to be sufficient for an estimate. The variation of 
strike, 40°<()<152° (A= 80°, <5 = -16°) has little influence 
on the computer theoretical signal forms (Fig. 7). The varia
tion of the slip vector in Fig. 8, 0°<A<180° (<5 = -16°, 
B= 96°), shows an inversion point at 20°, otherwise the wa
veform is quite similar. 

A more meaningful result is derived from the dip varia
tions. Figure 9 shows that the Pn phase disappears when 
the dip varies from 0°<<5<45° N (A = 80°, B=96°). So the 
slightly varying Pn/sPn amplitude ratio is interpreted as a 
slightly varying dip of the fault plane. 

A good fault-plane dip estimation for the earthquakes 
of Fig. 5 can be obtained by comparing the Pn/sPn ratio 
between observed and computed seismograms. The earth
quakes 160, 16, 17, 14 have a fault plane with a smaller 
dip (between 3° N and 11° N) than the earthquakes 15, 
18 and 22, whose dip is between 15° N and 25° N. Further
more, the shocks 160, 16, 14 are located at greater depth 
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Fig. 8. Theoretical seismograms computed with fixed strike (8= 
96°) and dip (o = 16° N) and varying slip 0° <A.< 180° 

(at about 8 km) than the shocks 15, 17, 18 and 22 (at about 
6 km), see Fig. 10. The two shocks 11 and 150 contain high
er frequencies than the rest of the events in Fig. 4. The 
two FPS for shock 11 are similar (Table 2); the mechanism 
is strike-slip. In contrast, several solutions exist for fore
shock 150. It is possible that the higher frequencies of these 
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Fig. 10. Left: E-W cross-section with hypocentre distribution. 
Right: N-S cross-section with hypocentre distribution and fault
plane dip (see Fig. 1) 

two shocks are due to different rupture processes and to 
their smaller magnitudes. 

Our theoretical seismograms are computed using a sin
gle point source. This is a good approximation since most 
of the earthquakes of Fig. 4 seem to be single-shock events. 
The phases P. and sP. are easy to identify. Single and multi
ple events are shown in Fig. 11. For the earthquakes 15 
and 22 two P. onsets can be related to multiple events 
(see also Cipar, 1981). Cipar also models event 20 as a 
multiple event although, as he says, the long-period P waves 
are obscured in many cases by the coda of earlier teleseisms. 
From ORF data, there is no evidence that earthquake 20 
is a multiple event. 

Discussion and conclusions 

The method used in this work to determine the source orien
tation does not allow an unambiguous determination of 
fault-plane solutions because of the influence of other pa
rameters, such as the complicated earth model or the use 
of a single station. Furthermore, there is evidence for a 
multiple-event nature for some Friuli earthquakes. Never
theless, P. and sP. modelling for a single station at a re-
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Fig. 12. Attempt at seismotectonic interpretation for the central 
Friuli region, with the estimated fault-plane dip of the Fig. 5 events. 
1: Quaternary and Cenozoic; 2: Mesozoic and Paleozoic with Al
pine orogenesis; 3: Paleozoic with Hercynian and Alpine orogene
sis and metamorphic basement. R: Resia overthrust; U: Uccea 
overthrust; SP: Periadriatic overthrust; B: Bernardia overthrust; 
TC: Tricesimo-Cividale overthrust; UD: Udine-Buttrio over
thrust; P: Pa Iman ova overthrust 

gional distance from the epicentre can be a reliable method 
for the estimation of the fault-plane dip even for small 
events. 

The results obtained are useful for seismotectonic con
siderations. On the basis of the dip values derived in this 
study, depth and epicentral distributions and on the basis 
of the geometry of the faults outcropping in the area, we 
can suppose that: 

The large shocks of May-September 1976 sequence are 
mainly related to Dinaric structures involved in the south
Alpine shortening (Tricesimo-Cividale, Udine-Buttrio, Pal
manova overthrusts), and the stress mainly in the south 
involved a deeper crustal sector (about 8 km) relative to 
the more northern part where it appears not to exceed 6 km . 
The motion occurred either in the south along gently dip
ping planes, which probably correspond to the detachment 
surface between the post-Hercynian cover and the Paleozoic 
basement, or in the north along steeper dipping planes 
(thrusts) within the Mesozoic cover. 

These movements give rise to subsequent triggering and 
rearrangement in the shallower Alpine and/or Dinaric 
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structures, along with scattered earthquakes over a wider 
area. 

The cross-section in Fig. 12 shows an attempt at a seis
motectonic interpretation for the central Friuli region. 

All the earthquakes known in the area have depths of 
less than 15 km. Therefore, the movements occur only in 
the upper crust, involving at most the upper part of the 
crystalline basement beneath the Paleozoic with Hercynian 
and/or Alpine tectogenesis. 

In the Friuli region, the main shocks are often followed 
several months later by strong aftershocks. The anomalous 
decay of the aftershocks sequence seems to be a regional 
seismic peculiarity and is probably due to the alternate 
movements between Dinaric and Alpine structures, in re
sponse to the acting stress. Several examples are reported 
in the chronicles: the earthquakes which hit Idria and Civi
dale on March 26, 1511, and struck Cividale again in the 
same year on August 8; the Tolmezzo earthquake of 1788 
followed by another earthquake in 1789 at Tramonti and 
again at Tolmezzo in 1790 (Carulli et al., 1982); and lastly 
the better known 1976 sequence. 
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